Our Mission

Thomas Publishing Company, LLC provides industrial buyers and specifiers worldwide with complete, up-to-date product, service and supplier information to make informed purchasing and specifying decisions.
# Thomas Publishing Company, LLC
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Domestic

Thomas Industrial Network®

For more than 100 years, Thomas has been an integral part in the way industrial buyers and sellers connect and communicate. Today, Thomas continues this legacy with an innovative array of internet marketing, content development, and technology solutions designed to help industrial manufacturers share critical product and service information throughout the sourcing and purchasing process.

To accomplish this, Thomas Industrial Network has developed several key offerings which include ThomasNet.com®, the leading destination site for specifying and sourcing industrial products and services; the Navigator Platform, a Thomas technology that helps industrial companies solve critical business issues; and Enterprise Solutions that enable companies to manage digital product data for syndication across a variety of business systems and sales channels.

Thomas Industrial Network serves manufacturers, distributors, and service companies throughout North America, as well as corporations, educational institutions, government agencies and the military.

Navigator Platform

The Navigator Platform is a Thomas developed web technology that helps industrial companies leverage the Internet to efficiently solve critical business issues. Today, thousands of industrial businesses employ the power of the Navigator Platform to increase sales, improve customer relationships, and expand into new markets – domestically and globally.

The Navigator Platform’s key capabilities include:

- **Detailed Product Search and Configuration** capabilities including keyword, part-number and parametric search as well as rules-based product configuration tools.
- **2D/3D WebCAD Publishing Technology** allowing engineers to generate, download, and insert 2D/3D CAD drawings from suppliers’ websites into their own designs.
- **E-Commerce and Online Merchandising** including credit and purchase payment solutions.
- **Interactive Exploded View Diagrams** providing customers with an easy-to-use visual interface that allows them to identify, select, and purchase replacement parts.
- **Distributor Content Syndication** helping manufacturers publish their detailed product information within their distributors’ websites.
- **Content Management Tools** allowing businesses to make real-time changes to their website and online product content to effectively manage their web strategy.
- **ThomasNet Web Traxs® Analytic Tools** providing businesses with real-time insight into data, for better web strategy management.
- **The Navigator Platform** is part of Thomas’ Web Solution offering which also includes Custom SPEC, a complete, turn key solution designed specifically to meet the internet marketing needs of custom manufacturers and industrial service providers.
**Enterprise Solutions**

Thomas’ suite of Enterprise Solutions enables industrial companies to effectively manage digital product data for syndication across a variety of enterprise-wide systems and sales channels to meet their strategic business needs.

Some of these include:

- **Business Systems Integration** – Helps to streamline end-to-end business processes by seamlessly sharing product content between internal business systems and front-end websites
- **Buy-Side Syndication** – Database, manage and syndicate detailed product specifications and attribute and dimensional data into enterprise sourcing and design applications
- **Distributor Syndication** – Syndicate detailed product content, in the digital format large distributors require to operate their various internal and external business systems

**ThomasNet.com™**

**www.ThomasNet.com**

With millions of user sessions each month, ThomasNet.com is the world’s preferred resource for efficiently sourcing, specifying and buying the products and services that keep manufacturing, commercial, construction and all other businesses’ operations running. Engineers and buyers rely on ThomasNet.com’s comprehensive information, procurement tools and search technology to effectively manage their sourcing process, make best-educated buying decisions and ultimately secure their supply chain.

This powerful buying audience comes to ThomasNet.com for supplier discovery and selection whether that’s for routine parts, new or hard-to-find components or MRO services. Content rich company profiles help buyers to narrow down their supplier options by geography, certifications, capabilities, product catalogs, CAD drawings and more.

The site includes:

- 607,000 North American manufacturers, distributors and service companies, indexed by 67,000 categories.
- 1,000+ technical White Papers and manufacturing case studies.
- 400+ Need-to-Know Guides on common industrial products.
- ThomasNet News™, the leading source of new and innovative products, company news and business trends and analysis.
  - Industry Market Trends blog and newsletter
  - Product News Alert newsletters
- ThomasNet Forums for peer-to-peer interaction.
- Free, Web-based RFP Manager™ and Contract Manager™ software to help buyers improve purchasing processes.
Inbound Logistics®

www.inboundlogistics.com

Since 1981, Inbound Logistics is the only magazine devoted to helping U.S. businesses become better global competitors by managing their supply chain. Readers of Inbound Logistics are business managers with the strategic ability to reduce inventory, produce and distribute more efficiently, increase quality, serve customers more quickly, and slash operating cash needs. Inbound Logistics magazine reaches more than 200,000 leading business professionals in North America each month and also publishes the largest logistics, supply chain and transportation resource – the annual 500 page Logistics Planner.

To Advertise:
E-mail: publisher@inboundlogistics.com
Phone: (212) 629-1560
Fax: (212) 629-1565
Write: Inbound Logistics, Thomas Publishing Company, LLC
5 Penn Plaza, New York, NY 10001

To Subscribe:
Online: www.inboundlogistics.com/free
Phone: (212) 629-1560
Fax: (212) 629-1565
Write: Inbound Logistics, Thomas Publishing Company, LLC
5 Penn Plaza, New York, NY 10001

Manufacturing Enterprise Communications, Inc.

www.ManagingAutomation.com

Manufacturing Enterprise Communications, Inc. a division of Thomas Publishing Company, LLC, provides a complete set of decision-support informational tools for executives and technology decision-makers at best of breed manufacturing companies. These organizations use technology to transform their business and create sustainable competitive advantage.

Across the globe, we deliver access to the most influential decision-makers in manufacturing, and offer unparalleled online, event and print media solutions, integrated marketing programs and lead generation tools, allowing technology companies to reach target customers, build brands, gain market share and sell products and services.

To Advertise:
E-mail: hholstknudsen@thomaspublishing.com
Phone: (212) 290-8724
Fax: (212) 629-1159
Write: Heather Holst-Knudsen, Manufacturing Enterprise Communications Inc.
5 Penn Plaza, 9th Floor, New York, NY 10001

To Subscribe:
E-mail: subscriptioninfo@managingautomation.com
Phone: (800) 733-1127
Fax: (212) 629-1559
Write: Manufacturing Enterprise Communications Inc.
5 Penn Plaza, 9th Floor, New York, NY 10001
Thomas Industrial Library

www.thomasindustriallibrary.com

Thomas Industrial Library is an online compendium of extracts from engineering, scientific, mathematical, business and general industrial books, journals, standards and other sources. An invaluable information source for engineers, purchasing agents, industrial managers and executives, it provides answers to questions at critical times and directs Buyers to pertinent source material they can purchase now or later.

Publishers benefit from new sales to prospects who might never have known their books existed, while increasing brand exposure, and extending their reach deeper into the industrial professional world. In addition, Thomas Industrial Library provides the user with relevant industrial product descriptions to enhance the results of searches for solutions to industrial problems.

To Contribute Content:
Publishers, associations, standards providers with everything industrial from books to journals to the standards themselves should contact the Thomas Industrial Library at (212) 613-3451 for further information on how to add portions of their material to the Library, and begin receiving new sales.

To Advertise:
Industrial suppliers who wish their products to be seen by appropriate prospects at the very time that research is being conducted, placing their products into specifications and plans earlier in the design process, should contact the Thomas Industrial Library at (212) 613-3451.
International

Thomas International Publishing Company, Inc.

A Subsidiary of Thomas Publishing Company, LLC

Thomas International Publishing Company, Inc. (TIPCo) delivers extensive industrial sourcing and purchasing information to more than 500,000 industrial purchasers, engineers and managers in major markets around the world. TIPCo uses both print and digital media to provide critical information to buyers of industrial products and services, and effective marketing tools to support suppliers, on a worldwide basis. In Europe, Turkey, India, China, and on a joint-venture basis in Brazil and Japan, TIPCo produces publications in nine languages, including 13 periodical magazines, 15 multilingual websites, 7 e-magazines, 2 on-line digital card decks, 5 on-line product showcase catalogues and 3 major directory buying guides. TIPCo also operates a global marketing and advertising representation network.

For more information:
Phone: (212) 613-3441
Fax: (212) 613-3446
Write: Thomas International Publishing Company, Inc.
5 Penn Plaza, 17th Floor, New York, NY 10001

IEN Worldwide

www.ienworldwide.com

Serving marketers seeking international buyers in the U.S., Latin America, Europe and Asia, the International Media Group operates a global network of representatives in every territory and region to sell print, online and digital advertising space in Thomas International Publishing Company, Inc. media. Prospective advertisers can benefit from this group’s reach and expertise to market products and extend their brands worldwide.

For more information:
E-mail: info@thomasimg.com
Phone: (212) 629-1546
Fax: (212) 629-1542
Write: International Media Group
5 Penn Plaza, 17th Floor, New York, NY 10001
World Industrial Reporter

World Industrial Reporter is an international email newsletter circulated monthly to engineers, managers and buyers in the global industrial marketplace. World Industrial Reporter delivers timely information on commodity pricing, manufacturing benchmarks, suppliers, logistics, trade, and other topics critical to purchasing and company operations worldwide.

For more information:
E-mail: jbaker@tipco.com
Phone: (212) 629-1181
Fax: (212) 629-1542
Write: World Industrial Reporter
5 Penn Plaza, 17th Floor, New York, NY 10001

Resources of the Week

Resources of the Week is a weekly supplement to World Industrial Reporter that delivers useful online resources to manufacturing and supply chain professionals globally. Published 48 times per year, Resources of the Week is a timely, targeted way for industrial marketers to deliver their company and product information to buyers in the worldwide marketplace.

For more information:
E-mail: jbaker@tipco.com
Phone: (212) 629-1181
Fax: (212) 629-1542
Write: World Industrial Reporter
5 Penn Plaza, 17th Floor, New York, NY 10001

Thomas Industrial Media bvba

Industrial Engineering News - Europe
www.ien.eu

Industrial Engineering News IEN-Europe® is a product news publication published in English ten times per year and reaches a BPA-qualified circulation of more than 51,000 buying influences across every major European industrial market. Documented pass-along readership triples its reach in these important markets. Its editorial and advertising content features new products from firms in Europe, the U.S., Asia, and Latin America, making it the most international new product resource available in Europe

To Advertise:
E-mail: info@thomasimg.com
Phone: (212) 629-1546
Fax: (212) 629-1542
Or call your local advertising regional sales office, a complete list can be found on page 22.

To Subscribe:
Subscriptions are free for qualified subscribers in the demographic area. Go to: www.ien.eu/subscribe/ for complete subscription details.
IEN-Europe Digital Media

www.ien.eu

IEN Europe is a leader in the new information universe, concentrating resources for an improved, comprehensive online experience through its website and other digital media.

IEN.eu: With over 2,500 featured companies, 7,500 products and over a million industrial web pages indexed through its proprietary search engine, IEN.eu is the essential source for English-speaking industrial professionals to source new products, solutions and suppliers.

IEN-direct.eu: Online Product Showcase featuring products, company presentations and videos.

Catalogues.ien.eu: Online catalogues showcase for the industrial market.

IEN Europe Newsletter

IEN Europe Topical e-Alerts

Processing & Control News® Europe

www.pcne.eu

Published since 2004, Processing & Control News (PCN Europe) has become a reference publication in Europe covering the latest industry news, application stories and product news from and for the processing world including: chemical, pharmaceutical, food, beverage, rubber, plastics and energy sectors. It is an indispensable source of information for processing professionals to receive updates on their industry. PCN Europe is published in English and reaches over 40,000 processing professionals in Europe.

To Advertise:
E-mail: info@thomasimg.com
Phone: (212) 629-1546
Fax: (212) 629-1542
Or call your local advertising regional sales office, a complete list can be found on page 22.

To Subscribe:
Subscriptions are free for qualified subscribers in the demographic area.
Go to: www.pcne.eu/subscribe/ for complete subscription details.

PCN Europe Digital Media

www.pcne.eu

PCN Europe is a leader in the new information universe, concentrating resources for an improved, comprehensive online experience through its website and other digital media.

PCNE.eu: With over 500 featured companies, 2,500 products and over a million of industrial web pages
indexed through its proprietary search engine, PCNE.eu is the essential source for English-speaking processing professionals to source new products, solutions and suppliers.

_Catalogues.pcne.eu:_ Online catalogues showcase for the processing market.

**PCN Europe Newsletters**

**PCN Europe Topical e-Alerts**

**Produits Equipements Industriels®**

[www.pei-france.com](http://www.pei-france.com)

Produits Equipements Industriels (PEI) is the leading French-language product news publication covering industrial markets in France. Its audience of 52,000 qualified decision-makers works in all key industrial functions: plant operations, design, management, and purchasing. It is published ten times a year by Thomas Industrial Media sas, Paris, France, a subsidiary of Thomas Industrial Media bvba, Mechelen, Belgium.

**To Advertise:**

E-mail: info@thomasimg.com  
Phone: (212) 629-1546  
Fax: (212) 629-1542  
Or call your local advertising regional sales office, a complete list can be found on page 22.

**To Subscribe:**

Subscriptions are free for qualified subscribers in the demographic area.  

**PEI Digital Media**

[www.pei-france.com](http://www.pei-france.com)

**PEI-France.com:** With over 2,000 featured companies, 8,500 products and over a million of industrial web pages indexed through its proprietary search engine, PEI-france.com is the essential source for French-speaking industrial professionals to source new products, solutions and suppliers.

**PEI-direct.fr:** Online Product Showcase featuring products, company presentations and videos.

**PEI Newsletter**

**PEI Topical e-Alerts**

**To Advertise:**

E-mail: info@thomasimg.com  
Phone: (212) 629-1546  
Fax: (212) 629-1542  
Or call your local advertising regional sales office, a complete list can be found on page 22.
Technische Revue®

www.technische-revue.eu

Technische Revue (TR) is the leading German-language design engineering/industrial product news publication in Germany. Published ten times a year with a circulation of 40,800, it provides in-depth coverage to design engineering executives, and manufacturing and production management in every sector of the German industrial economy. It features the latest in design engineering tools and new industrial product news from Germany, other European countries, the U.S. and Asia. TR is published by Thomas Industrial Media GmbH, Essen, Germany, a subsidiary of Thomas Industrial Media bvba, Mechelen, Belgium.

Katalogdistributor.de: Online catalogues showcase for the industrial market.

To Advertise:
E-mail: info@thomasimg.com
Phone: (212) 629-1546
Fax: (212) 629-1542
Or call your local advertising regional sales office, a complete list can be found on page 22.

To Subscribe:
Subscriptions are free for qualified subscribers in the demographic area.
Go to: www.technische-revue.eu/kostenloses-tr-abo/ for complete subscription details.

TR Digital Media

www.technische-revue.eu

Technische Revue is a leader in the new information universe, concentrating resources for an improved, comprehensive online experience through its website and other digital media.

Technische-revue.eu: With over 2,000 featured companies, 7,500 products and over a million of industrial web pages indexed through its proprietary search engine, Technische-revue.eu is the essential source for German-speaking industrial professionals to source new products, solutions and suppliers.

TR-direkt.de: Online Product Showcase for the industrial market featuring products, company presentations and videos.

Elektronikdirekt.eu: Online Product Showcase for the electronics market featuring products, company presentations and videos.

TR Newsletters

TR Topical e-Alerts.

To Advertise:
E-mail: info@thomasimg.com
Phone: (212) 629-1546
Fax: (212) 629-1542
Or call your local advertising regional sales office, a complete list can be found on page 22.
Industrial Engineering News Italia

www.ien-italia.eu

Industrial Engineering News (IEN Italia) is Italy's foremost industrial product magazine, published ten times a year in Italian. IEN Italia features industrial product news from firms in Europe, the U.S., and Asia. IEN Italia reaches more than 14,000 qualified buying influences in design engineering, plant management, operations and purchasing categories. IEN Italia is published by Thomas Industrial Media srl, Milan, Italy, a subsidiary of Thomas Industrial Media bvba, Mechelen, Belgium.

To Advertise:
E-mail: info@thomasimg.com
Phone: (212) 629-1546
Fax: (212) 629-1542
Or call your local advertising regional sales office, a complete list can be found on page 22.

To Subscribe:
Subscriptions are free for qualified subscribers in the demographic area.
Go to: www.ien-italia.eu/abbonamento/ for complete subscription details.

IEN Italia Digital Media

www.ien-italia.eu

IEN Italia is a leader in the new information universe, concentrating resources for an improved, comprehensive online experience through its website and other digital media.

IEN-italia.eu: With over 1,800 featured companies, 7,000 products and over a million of industrial web pages indexed through its proprietary search engine, IEN-italia.eu is the essential source for Italian-speaking industrial professionals to source new products, solutions and suppliers.

Cataloghi-online.it: Online catalogues showcase for the industrial market.

IEN Italia Newsletters

IEN Italia Topical e-Alerts.

IL Distributore Industriale

www.distributore-industriale.it

IL Distributore Industriale is an A4 size supplement to IEN-Italia, published four times a year in Italian. Launched in 2008, IL Distributore Industriale addresses key company management of distributors of industrial products. Content covers general management and marketing strategies and best practices, IT, warehousing, transportation and logistics, plus industry news and other relevant information.

To Advertise:
E-mail: info@thomasimg.com
Phone: (212) 629-1546
Fax: (212) 629-1542
Or call your local advertising regional sales office, a complete list can be found on page 22.
To Subscribe:
Subscriptions are free for qualified subscribers in the demographic area.
Go to: http://www.distributore-industriale.it/abbonamento.htm for complete subscription details.

Manutenzione
www.manutenzione-online.com

Manutenzione is published eleven times a year in Italian as a standard-size technical journal. Manutenzione is the official publication of the Italian Maintenance Association (A.I.MAN) and is distributed to over 9,000 audited readers reaching nearly 3,800 of the country's largest manufacturing and processing sites. The publication focuses directly on every aspect of the Italian MRO market and represents 90% of all MRO expenditures. Manutenzione is published under license of Organo ufficiale della Associazione Italiana di Manutenzione by Thomas Industrial Media srl, Milan, Italy, a subsidiary of Thomas Industrial Media bvba, Mechelen, Belgium.

To Advertise:
E-mail: info@thomasing.com
Phone: (212) 629-1546
Fax: (212) 629-1542
Or call your local advertising regional sales office, a complete list can be found on page 22.

To Subscribe:
Subscriptions are free for qualified subscribers in the demographic area.
Go to: http://www.manutenzione-online.com/abbonamento.htm for complete subscription details.

Endüstri Dünyası
www.endustri-dunyasi.com

Endüstri Dünyası covers industrial product and technology news of manufacturers and distributors serving the Turkish market. Its audience of 8,190 qualified decision-makers work in all key industrial functions: design engineering, production, plant operations, purchasing and general management. Endüstri Dünyası magazine is published in Turkish eight times a year by Thomas Endüstriyel Medya Yayın ve Paz. Ltd., Istanbul, Turkey, a subsidiary of Thomas Industrial Media bvba, Mechelen, Belgium.

To Advertise:
E-mail: info@thomasing.com
Phone: (212) 629-1546
Fax: (212) 629-1542
Or call your local advertising regional sales office, a complete list can be found on page 22.

To Subscribe:
Subscriptions are free for qualified subscribers in the demographic area.
Go to: www.endustri-dunyasi.com/abonelik/ for complete subscription details.
Endüstri Dünyasi Digital Media

Endüstri Dünyası is a leader in the new information universe, concentrating resources for an improved, comprehensive online experience through its website and other digital media.

Endustri-dunyasi.com: With over 700 featured companies, 2,000 products and over a million of industrial web pages indexed through its proprietary search engine, Endustri-dunyasi.com is the essential source for Turkish-speaking industry professionals to source new products, solutions and suppliers.

Katalogtanitim.com: Online catalogues showcase for the industrial market.

Endüstri Dünyasi Newsletters

Endüstri Dünyasi Topical e-Alerts

Thomas International Advertising Company Ltd., Beijing, China

Thomas China is the advertising and marketing representative of Thomas International Publishing Company, Inc. in the rapidly-expanding Chinese industrial market. Headquartered in Beijing, with branch offices in key industrial cities of the country, Thomas China’s employees and independent representatives meet regularly with industrial buyers and suppliers throughout China, compiling detailed information about their needs and objectives.

Sales offices and representatives are located in Shanghai, Wenzhou, and Wuxi all commercially active areas of China’s emerging industrial communities. All offices represent a full line of directories and magazine properties of Thomas International Publishing Company, Inc.

For more information:
E-mail: info@thomaschina.cn
Free Phone: 400 007 1955
Free Fax: 400 007 1931
Write: Thomas China, Room 1201, Fanli Building, N0.22 Chaowai St, Chaoyang District, Beijing 100020, China

Industrial Engineering News - China

Industrial Engineering News - China (IEN-China) e-magazine is electronically delivered bi-weekly to 49,000 Chinese subscribers in e-mail format. It is edited locally and supported by Thomas Publishing’s global information resources.

IEN China e-Magazine reaches a highly qualified level of manufacturing and engineering professionals in China’s enterprising companies. The world’s fastest growing economy has an increasing need for the latest industrial product information from world markets as well as its rapidly developing regions. As Chinese companies seek to improved quality and competitiveness for export and to own internal market, IEN China e-Magazine helps provide this valuable intelligence.
To Advertise:
E-mail: info@thomasimg.com
Phone: (212) 629-1546
Fax: (212) 629-1542
Or call your local advertising regional sales office, a complete list can be found on page 22.

To Subscribe:
Free Phone: 400 007 1955
Free Fax: 400 007 1931

IEN-China Website
www.ienonline.cn

IEN-China’s website provides its readers with rich content and extensive coverage. By utilizing its own online product and supplier database, IEN-China Website is the preferred resource for industrial professionals to source new products and solutions globally.

To Advertise:
E-mail: info@thomasimg.com
Phone: (212) 629-1546
Fax: (212) 629-1542
Or call your local advertising regional sales office, a complete list can be found on page 22.

Thomas International Publishing Company India Pvt. Ltd.
www.thomex.com

TIPCo India is a majority owned publishing subsidiary of TIPCo serving the growing Indian industrial market. Based in New Delhi, with representatives operating in every major industrial center of India — including Mumbai, Pune, Chennai, Hyderabad and Kolkata — TIPCo India is positioned to publish key information and effectively represent advertisers in every industrial sector.

For more information:
E-mail: info@thomex.com
Phone: (+91) 11-4004-1100
Write: Thomas International Publishing Company India, 1-G Bharat Nagar Estate, New Friends Colony, New Delhi, India 110001

Thomas Register of Indian Manufacturers Updates
www.thomex.com

Thomas Register of Indian Manufacturers Updates (TRIM Updates) is a monthly, industry-wide e-broadcast sent directly to 50,000 qualified industrial buyers and prospects across India, creating immediate brand visibility recall. Its digital presentation format enables rapid browsing and selective in-depth search.
To Advertise:
E-mail: info@thomasimg.com
Phone: (212) 629-1546
Fax: (212) 629-1542
Or call your local advertising regional sales office, a complete list can be found on page 22.

To Subscribe:
E-mail: circ@thomex.com
Phone: (+91) 11-4004-1100
Write: Thomas International Publishing Company India, 1-G Bharat Nagar Estate, New Friends Colony, New Delhi, India 110025

THOMEX.com - The Product Information Exchange
http://www.thomex.com

Thomex.com is the online product of TIPCo India. Thomex is a destination website and provides comprehensive industrial buying information in user-friendly formats including detailed e-Brochures for buyers to compare supplier information side-by-side. Thomex ensures that in-depth and up-to-date product information is made clearly visible and easily accessible — helping purchasers and suppliers to maximize growth and minimize search costs. Thomex.com gets over 200,000 unique visitors every month. Thomex is where industrial buyers are going to find the products and services they need to buy now on the Internet.

To Advertise:
E-mail: info@thomasimg.com
Phone: (212) 629-1546
Fax: (212) 629-1542
Or call your local advertising regional sales office, a complete list can be found on page 22.

INCOM Company Ltd, Tokyo, Japan
ProductNavi®
http://www.incom.co.jp

ProductNavi® is the consolidated edition of long published Industrial Equipment News® and New Electronic Products®. ProductNavi® is the most effective means of reaching top decision makers and key engineers in Japanese industrial and electronic companies. Published in Japanese, it reaches the vast machinery and electronics markets and is the source for Japanese specifiers on new products from Japan, the U.S. and other countries worldwide. Circulation is 50,000 (JABC audited). All copies sent by direct request only. ProductNavi is available in print and digital edition.

Seihinnavi

www.incom.co.jp

Seihinnavi is Japan’s leading online resource for industrial engineering and manufacturing product information.

To Advertise:
E-mail: info@thomasimg.com
Phone: (212) 629-1546
Fax: (212) 629-1542
Or call your local advertising regional sales office, a complete list can be found on page 22.

To Subscribe:
Go to: www.incom.co.jp

Thomas Lund Publicações, Ltd. (Brazil)

Noticiário de Equipamentos Industriais® (NEI) System

NEI System offers solutions to bring buyers and sellers together in the Brazilian market. It is composed of NEI Magazine, NEI Top Five, NEI Portal, Guia NEI, NEI News and NEI Web Solutions/ Web Development. The NEI System is a group of media made by Thomas Lund Publicações Eletrônicas, Ltda., a joint venture of Thomas International Publishing Company, Inc. and Informa Publicações Especializadas Ltda., São Paulo, Brazil.

NEI Magazine

www.nei.com.br

Established in 1974, NEI is the Brazilian “Industrial Equipment News” published twelve times a year in Portuguese and fills a vital need in the expanding Brazilian industrial marketplace. It is Brazil’s leading industrial magazine in terms of circulation, reader preference and advertising effectiveness.

NEI has a controlled circulation of over 58,600 reaching the top manufacturing executives in plants throughout Brazil, including corporate management, plant operations and engineering, purchasing, and other key functions. It provides them with the most current review of new industrial products from Brazil, the U.S., Europe and Asia.

To Advertise:
E-mail: info@thomasimg.com
Phone: (212) 629-1546
Fax: (212) 629-1542
Or call your local advertising regional sales office, a complete list can be found on page 22.

To Subscribe:
The subscription is free only for local industrial specifiers and buyers. International companies can subscribe for an annual subscription fee.
For the past 17 years, the Top Five special edition of Noticiário de Equipamentos Industriais has provided thousands of decision-makers in Brazil’s massive industrial marketplace with a directory of the top five recognized brands in 441 separate industrial categories. NEI-Top Five, published in print and online, is compiled from the results of the National Brand Preference Survey of Industrial Products, and conducted across a representative sample of Brazil’s most important industrial manufacturing executives. In order to guarantee the integrity and accuracy of the data, a specialized team devotes two months to the gathering, evaluation and analysis of information collected from the annual survey.

In each of the 441 headings, this special edition announces the five preferred suppliers chosen by the most credible, reliable source possible: the active decision-makers at Brazil’s top industrial companies. The annual NEI-Top Five issue has become an indispensable resource for Latin American executives and managers with real buying power. As the anchoring issue of Brazil’s leading industrial publication, NEI-Top Five is unsurpassed in reader visibility, usage and retention.

To Advertise:
E-mail: info@thomasimg.com
Phone: (212) 629-1546
Fax: (212) 629-1542
Or call your local advertising regional sales office, a complete list can be found on page 22.

To Subscribe:
The subscription is free only for local industrial specifiers and buyers. International companies can subscribe for a subscription fee.

For more information:
E-mail: intl@lund.com.br
Phone/Fax: (+55) 11-3229-8904
Write: International Department, TL Publicações Eletrônicas Ltda.
Rua Brigadeiro Tobias, 356 – 5º andar, São Paulo CEP 01032-901, Brazil

NEI Portal

www.nei.com.br

Available and used 7 days a week, 24 hours per day, especially at the frame of purchase, NEI Portal is Brazil’s most comprehensive industrial portal for buyers and specifiers searching for articles, events, products, suppliers and services at the point of acquisition. It provides information about more than 50,000 suppliers in over 10,700 industrial product categories.
NEI News

NEI News is a monthly newsletter sent to more than 290,000 professionals of the Brazilian industry. It features latest industry news, articles, events and some highlights among product news published in NEI.

To Advertise:
E-mail: info@thomasing.com
Phone: (212) 629-1546
Fax: (212) 629-1542
Or call your local advertising regional sales office, a complete list can be found on page 22.

For more information:
E-mail: intl@lund.com.br
Phone/Fax: (+55) 11-3229-8904
Write: International Department, TL Publicações Eletrônicas Ltda.
Rua Brigadeiro Tobias, 356 – 5o. andar, São Paulo CEP 01032-901, Brazil

NEI Web Solutions/ Web Development

The conversion of sales happens in the supplier website and therefore it should be prepared to receive these business opportunities generated by promotional efforts. NEI offers website development to meet the specific needs of the industrial market.

For more information:
E-mail: intl@lund.com.br
Phone/Fax: (+55) 11-3229-8904
Write: International Department, TL Publicações Eletrônicas Ltda.
Rua Brigadeiro Tobias, 356 – 5o. andar, São Paulo CEP 01032-901, Brazil
International Media Group Sales Contacts:

California, 90254, Hermosa Beach
(310) 379-8455

California, 90250, Hawthorne
(310) 676-7056

Connecticut, 06896, West Redding
(203) 938-2418

Illinois, 60546, Riverside
(708) 442-5633

Michigan, 49048, Kalamazoo
(269) 381-2156

Michigan, 49546, Grand Rapids
(616) 822-2238

New York, 10968, Piermont
(845) 365-3338

Pennsylvania, 19018, Aldan
(610) 626-0540

Texas, 77479, Sugar Land
(281) 313-1004